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Disentangling and organising tort and crime

matthew dyson

Tort and crime are woven together in England in surprising, complex
and under-researched ways. Too often this pattern is ignored, or
described in simple terms, such as that tort and crime are separate,
or that criminal law should have priority if in conflict with tort.1 At
other times, the pattern is too complex to be followed, too knotty to be
used or too weak to bear the strain real life puts upon it. This collection
of essays unravels some of the most important threads in the relationship
between tort and crime. It seeks to show how important, interesting and
connected the law is.

The volume has fourteen chapters and each explores a line through the
pattern of tort and crime. This first chapter will first introduce the
different threads that the chapters themselves follow and then turn to
some lateral cords across the papers.

1. Chapters as longitudinal threads: the warp along the weave

To aid the reader, the chapters are loosely arranged around four places
where tort and crime join: institutions, theories, substantive law and
procedure.

In Chapter 2, Steele and Merkin explore the concept of a duty to
insure and the nature of remedies in criminal and civil law. Legal
systems impose duties to insure in order to guarantee compensation
for victims after wrongs but those duties are rarely analysed separately to
the general discussion of the redistributive effects of insurance. Insur-
ance is generally assumed to weaken personal responsibility for a wrong.
Steele and Merkin ask whether the duty to insure can actually increase

1 For traditional orthodoxies about tort and crime, see M. Dyson, ‘Challenging the ortho-
doxy of crime’s precedence over tort: suspending a tort claim where a crime may exist’ in
S. G. A. Pitel, J. W. Neters and E. Chamberlain (eds.), Tort Law: Challenging Orthodoxy
(Oxford: Hart, 2013).
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personal responsibility. They analyse the obligation and both the rem-
edies it strengthens (civil) and those by which it is itself enforced
(criminal). Perhaps the most common duty to insure affecting the
average citizen applies to vehicles, also one of the most common areas
of criminal law. Breach of this obligation to insure leads us to the Motor
Insurers’ Bureau. The MIB compensates victims of motor accidents
where the wrongdoer had failed to obtain insurance cover or is untraced.
But as Steele and Merkin show, it does not merely absorb the loss and
then spread it amongst all those taking out motor insurance. In fact, the
MIB can also patiently and professionally pursue the wrongdoer
to obtain indemnity, making the wrongdoer’s theoretical personal
responsibility into something very real and onerous. This private and
commercial interest therefore performs many functions of both tort law
and criminal law. This process shows the interaction of duties to insure,
of institutional actors within a legal system and between crime and tort
more broadly.

In Chapter 3, McBride challenges the reader to consider a world
where the justice system has collapsed. Civil courts would be available
only to those who are able to pay the money required to cover the court’s
fees and the fees of their legal representation. All but the rich few would
have only the criminal law to uphold their basic rights; basic rights
which would normally only be protected against wilful wrongdoing,
not the range of other wrongdoing that happens daily in society.
Even that criminal protection would be reduced dramatically by gaps
in funding, competence and integrity. McBride invites the reader to focus
on what the law can and should do. For him, the necessary efficiencies
cannot be gained only by making the legal system simpler, whether by
means of elegantly doing better what the law already does or surgically
removing tasks. McBride argues we need something more fundamental if
we want the core of the system to survive. He proposes that current
claims of right be prioritised so that ongoing violations are dealt with to
ensure basic rights (most commonly property rights). After that, the state
will no longer directly support the impecunious to bring claims in tort,
but could instead create a body of trainee lawyers whom the victim of a
wilful wrong could choose to engage (for free) to increase her chances of
a successful tort claim. This body might also assist with bringing claims
for certain non-wilful wrongs in respect of which there would otherwise
be no alternative form of recourse. In short, McBride tasks us with
considering what the reality of the law must be for the core of tort and
crime still to exist in an age of austerity.
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Sullivan turns to legal theory in Chapter 4, exploring how a wrong is
conceived by tort and criminal law and why both sometimes create
responsibility without one. He argues that tort law focuses on compen-
sating for harms. This means tort law does not gradate between levels of
wrong as finely as the criminal law, but also that some criminal wrongs,
like attempts, are ignored completely. Criminal law censures significantly
with just a conviction, but it also has a range of penalties; tort law
contains causes of action which are actionable without harm, and per-
haps even without a significant wrong, but in most cases the remedy is
similarly insignificant, such as nominal damages. Sullivan shows that the
law must balance the desire to respond to harm with wider purposes of
justice and should be wary when tortious or criminal liability is imposed
without proof of any wrong. Criminal offences where there is no wrong,
such as certain terrorism and road traffic offences which construct
liability for death, must provide clear benefits to society. This is parti-
cularly so since additional legal doctrines, like complicity, can extend
such liability even further. There is a parallel in tort with the operation
of vicarious liability, a doctrine another step removed from notions of
blame and censure than most of tort law. Sullivan concludes that the
outcome the law seeks, vindicating murder victims and compensating
the fatally ill, is achieved at the price of artificially extending responsi-
bility beyond those whom it should cover.

Stevens builds an analytical and normative link between the conduct
prohibited by tort law and criminal law in Chapter 5. First, Stevens
explains how to distinguish torts from crimes. To do this, he distin-
guishes between three different characterisations of wrongs: personal
(one’s own morality or virtue), public (positive laws for the public benefit;
mainly crimes) and interpersonal (injuring another and hence the right
another has not to be injured by me; mainly torts). He notes that modern
law seeks to regulate only public and interpersonal wrongs. Stevens
then shows that the nature of public and interpersonal wrongs is vital
to understanding the rights and duties that the law does recognise,
for example, in how much those rights can be waived by the bearer.
He concludes that where something is a public wrong because it consti-
tutes an interpersonal wrong, then criminal law should align itself with
tort law. Criminal law is not currently aligned in some property offences,
in particular theft, and Stevens argues this is mistaken. The chapter then
moves to the second part, rejecting the Harm Principle as a criterion for
determining interpersonal wrongs (and thus, a large number of public
wrongs). Stevens argues that private law is concerned with one’s conduct
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in relation to others, and that should be guided by an injury principle,
rather than a harm principle. Two of the many consequences of this are
that waiver of wrongs is re-introduced and the failure to confer a benefit
is excluded. Stevens then shows a further example of what happens when
this careful linking of wrongs is disturbed, examining the criminalisation
of insults when mere insults are not even tortious wrongs. In essence,
Stevens aligns the wrongs underlying tort and crime and shows how the
message the law gives to its subjects can be expressed more simply,
effectively and coherently.

In Chapter 6, Duff considers how three leading theories of tort law
relate to the operation of criminal law. The first, and perhaps traditional
view, is that tort law allocates the cost of harm. Once harm has occurred,
tort law steps in to determine where the harm should rest: where it fell, or
with another, and if another, whom. This approach neatly explains some
salient features of tort law, such as it being primarily driven by the victim,
pre-trial settlements and the role for insurance. However, two alternative
theories of tort law show that a merely re-allocative model may be too
simple. First, the Civil Recourse theory: the person wronged can bring
a suit to hold the wrongdoer to account for the wrong; only after such a
finding of liability does the question of a remedy for that wrong arise.
This recourse model has clear links with some of what criminal law does.
The second theory discussed is that tort law vindicates rights held by the
victim. This might mean, for instance, that even if a defendant concedes
liability on the first of two causes of action brought, thereby guaranteeing
sufficient compensation, the claimant should nonetheless be able to insist
on litigating the second, to have his rights vindicated. Under this second
theory, tort law should focus on the infringement of protected rights,
while criminal law remains focused on whether there was a wrong done
by the defendant. However, Duff argues that it is too simplistic to
imagine that criminal law should therefore focus on wrongs to ‘the good
order of society’ while tort law should attend only to personal rights.
He argues that it would be better to start by understanding key differ-
ences between the criminal and tortious processes today, such as the
sanction in a criminal process, the vindication in tort law and the
difference in who controls the proceedings. In deciding what the law
should do into the future, Duff challenges us to ask what the scope of tort
and crime should be, and whether decisions about how one internally
aligns its components can really be taken in isolation from the other.

In Chapter 7, Virgo brings the focus to substantive law, in particular, the
defence of illegality in tort. Illegality is one of the clearest manifestations
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of criminal law within the law of tort: where a claim is dismissed because
it is founded on an illegal cause, sometimes known as ex turpi causa non
oritur actio. Virgo argues for an underlying rationale for most uses of an
illegality defence in tort law: that judges have a structured discretion to
dismiss an illegal claim where the claimant is more involved with the
illegality than the defendant. This involves the use of the maxim in pari
delicto potior est conditio defendentis: ‘in the case of mutual fault, the
position of the defendant is the stronger one’. In pari delicto, he suggests,
helps courts to reject the allure of unfettered resort to ‘public policy’ to
dismiss claims. But to ensure that the doctrine of illegality is applied
rationally in tort law, Virgo breaks the analysis down into four areas.
First, he explores how illegality operates. In particular, there are difficult
questions about its scope and application. Second, he turns to give a
comprehensive definition of illegality. This operation and definition
are then underpinned by defining the purposes which the notion of
illegality is intended to fulfil, though he also argues it is hard to show
that it in fact does fulfil them. Finally, Virgo turns to explain how the
in pari delicto qualification is applied in practice to guide judicial discre-
tion. In this way Virgo seeks to reveal the taxonomy and principles of
illegality which can guide judicial decision-making, making legislative
intervention unnecessary.

Goudkamp takes us to a wider examination of how defences operate
across tort and crime in Chapter 8. He argues that the defence regimes in
tort and crime hold vital lessons for understanding how the fields truly
diverge. First, in terms of justificatory defences: criminal lawdoes not doubt
it has them, but does not agree exactly what they do; commentators doubt
they exist in tort while in fact they do, albeit on different terms to criminal
law. Second, he argues that criminal law does recognise excuses but tort law
does not. He argues that excuses are difficult for tort law since, while they
assert basic responsibility, they are qualitatively inferior enough to make
them of unclear value to tort as a class of defences. He suggests that it may
be possible to show that individual excusatory defences are suitable for
tort law. A third class of defences, denials of basic responsibility, should be
admissible in tort, though again here Goudkamp argues we must be more
discriminating: in particular, because he views one such defence, unfitness
to plead, as not needed within the structure of tort law. Fourth, the term,
‘partial defence’ seems to be used in different ways in the two areas of law:
criminal law extinguishes liability for one offence and replaces it with
liability for a hierarchically lower offence; tort law reduces damages
but arguably should not even refer to such remedial rules as defences.
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Fifth and finally, Goudkamp notes that defences are not the sole province
of the defendant. Within tort, for instance, insurers can decide how the
case should be run. By comparison, criminal law puts a greater responsi-
bility on the court, and the prosecution, to consider all possible defences,
even those the defendant might wish to avoid. In sum, the chapter
presents a careful comparison of the theory and operation of defences
in tort and crime, asserting their importance for wider understanding of
how the two are connected.

Steel’s chapter, 9, deals with causation in tort and crime. First, it sets
out what work causation is doing in different legal contexts. It then maps
out and compares the different conceptions of causation in tort and
crime. Steel shows that there is a great deal of unity between tortious
and criminal causation, even though this is not commonly appreciated.
One key difference identified is that criminal law phrases its test around
substantial and operating causes, continuing causal chain rules past the
point that tort law would break them. Furthermore, this focus on sub-
stantial and operating causes encourages resort to common sense and
intuition, even where established legal principles could be used. This has
the result that while both areas of law have quite loose concepts in the
abstract, when applied they appear to have a different structure: criminal
law is more intuitive, and tort law more structured and careful in its
sub-divisions of rules. To this contextual and theoretical analysis Steel
then adds a supremely practical one: the proof of causation. Here there
are obvious differences, particularly in the standard of proof in criminal
law being more onerous for the state to satisfy. Finally, Steel argues that,
in comparable contexts, criminal law and tort law should converge on
both the substantive requirements for liability and the results of the
application of those requirements on the same set of facts, something
they have achieved to some extent already. As a consequence, the present
approximation of unity in causation is an example, perhaps a rare one,
of how English law’s development has remained in line with its under-
lying theory.

In Chapter 10, Davies explores the liability of the accomplice in tort
and crime. Complicity is a well-known feature of criminal law but it is
less commonly considered within tort law. This is partly because tort
relies on joint and several liability and insurance to satisfy claims so there
is less need to look to other doctrines. Tort also does not have the same
level of interest as the criminal law in punishing participation in wrong-
doing unless there is harm needing compensation. However, it is also
because tort law imposes liability on those who assist or encourage
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a wrong far less readily than criminal law. Tort law requires the accom-
plice to act according to a ‘common design’ which criminal law does not.
Davies notes that this limiting concept suffers from having no fixed
definition. It has also had an effect on the required mental element,
hiding what tort law requires rather than facing it, as criminal law has
done. But criminal law must also face up to its errors there. Davies argues
that recent flirtations with a lower mental element, foresight in place
of intention or knowledge, risk casting the net of criminal liability too
widely. Thereafter he turns to analyse the defences available to accom-
plices, teasing out the requirement that the defendant must have acted
reasonably. This doctrinal analysis is then contrasted with an exploration
of the theoretical reasons for complicity liability: the ideas of responsi-
bility, culpability and protecting victims’ rights. What appears to be
particularly important within criminal law is deterrence, prosecutorial
discretion, certainty and the fact that penalties can be multiplied but also
adjusted for accomplices, rather than the typical joint and several liability
of tort. Davies suggests that, given the similar rationales in tort and
crime, where the criminal courts have decided beyond all reasonable
doubt that a defendant bears responsibility for an offence as an accessory,
civil liability should in fact follow.

Spencer, in Chapter 11, examines three distinct but related aspects of
the relationship between criminal and tortious liability: civil liability for
one’s own crimes, for damage to oneself caused by one’s own crimes and
for damage caused by the crimes of third parties. As regards the first, the
offender’s tortious liability for his own breaches of the criminal law,
Spencer shows how confused the law is. Spencer contrasts the English
position, that liability requires either a specific legislative provision or
creative judicial interpretation, with the much more certain French
position, where almost all crimes are also torts. In the second, one’s
claim against another for the harm caused to oneself by one’s own
crime, Spencer argues that the current rules are broadly clear and sens-
ible. Spencer argues that it is entirely appropriate that the law of tort
retain a link to the reasonable views of the man in the street, particularly
when it rejects a claimant’s attempts to shift criminal sanctions from
the convicted defendant onto another. In the third, tortious liability
for damage suffered through crimes committed by third parties, Spencer
argues that the law is too complicated. He describes the effect of recent
shifts both in primary liabilities which can be breached by third parties,
and in the significant shift in the law of vicarious liability in the last
decade and a half. These changes have led to great uncertainty for
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individuals in society, even on previously long-resolved issues like for
whose acts you can be vicariously liable.

Simons explores the liability-defeating doctrines of consent and
assumption of risk in Chapter 12. He takes the thread of consent
and follows it through tort and crime, seeing what strain it bears in
each area, and how it is tied to other doctrines. He notes five general
differences. First, that criminal law looks past one who might have
consented to harm to see others who might not have consented. Second,
that criminal often denies legal force to factual consent where tort law
would not. Third, that a victim’s fault will be relevant to tort more than
crime, and thus fault must be distinguished from consent more clearly in
criminal law. Fourth, both areas of law create liability where a risk of
minor harm that was consented to ends up causing greater harm, albeit
criminal law commonly denies liability for other reasons here. Finally,
that tort law sets higher standards than criminal law on the information
that the victim must possess in order to give consent. From here, Simons
turns to discuss in detail two difficult issues in consent: the role of
private, uncommunicated consent, and whether something less than
complete consent should reduce a claim or liability for a criminal wrong.
Simons argues that the distinctive structures of, and justifications for,
tort and criminal law often demand different doctrinal solutions to the
question of the relevance of the victim’s consent. He challenges courts
and commentators to consider more carefully what the real distinction is
between the concepts and doctrines employed in tort and in crime.

Chapter 13 takes us to a more procedural focus as Blackie charts, for
the first time, the development of the border between Scots delict and
crime. Scots law, even today, does not clearly set out the goals of delict
or crime. In the past, such questions did not entirely lend themselves
to generalisation, since Scots law distinguished only between remedies
available to a private party and the separate consequence of a criminal
sentence. Blackie then goes on to explore how key concepts are under-
stood across delict and crime, dealing first with capacity and conduct
before turning to intentional invasions of protected interests and defences.
Scots law recognises four general headings of protected interests: primarily
bodily integrity, sexual integrity, other personality rights and finally, assets.
Blackie then shows that there are strong points of contact between tort
and crime today. First, the two procedures have long been able to occur
at the same time, previously they were even in the same court. Second,
he shows Scots law does now have significant differences in procedure
between tort and crime, but that these arose essentially in the twentieth
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century. For example, even the paradigmatic difference in the standard
of proof between civil and criminal law is less than 60 years old. Blackie
describes two of the most important practical places where civil proced-
ure is more permissive than criminal law: corroboration and hearsay.
He also describes how criminal powers to award compensation do not
play a significant role in compensating victims, while on the other hand,
restoration of specific property is done as of right in Scotland. In sum,
Scots law provides a useful counterpoint, showing that a number of the
positions in English law described in this volume are not the law in our
closest neighbour.

Finally, Chapter 14 sees Dyson and Green explore the civil law’s
reluctance to restore personal property as of right. This reluctance is all
the more surprising because criminal law has for centuries been restoring
such property without difficulty. The civil law position can be explained
to some extent in theoretical terms by reference to the common law’s
relative system of personal property interests. Perhaps even more signifi-
cantly, there have been frontline practical reasons. In particular, the
utility of money as a substitute for the thing and as a way to balance
competing interests in the property on the one hand, and the expense of
civil claims more generally. Thus Dyson and Green argue that criminal
law has played a key role, restoring property via restitution orders
following a conviction for a property offence and in summary orders
relating to property held by the police and others. Criminal law seems to
have resolved certain of the more obvious cases that might otherwise
have led to pressure for a remedy within tort: where that property had
been recovered, identified, and was held by someone the state could and
should easily order to restore it. Indeed, the powers were originally
created for closely related reasons: restitution orders were to bribe
private persons to prosecute in the era before state prosecution by
returning the property instead of it being forfeit to the Crown; while
on the other hand, most of the summary powers were enacted in order
to provide the justice that the civil law seemed uninterested in providing.
It is an example of how tort and crime are much more linked in practice
than the standard descriptions of higher level doctrine suppose.

2. Lateral threads: the weft across the weave

Just as the chapters tease out threads through the pattern of tort and
crime, so too there are threads that the reader can trace through the
chapters. Five will be sketched here.
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A. What the pattern of tort and crime is

There is an illusion of unity across the English legal system. Indeed, we
call it a legal system because we think it shows, amongst other things,
sufficient unity and interconnectedness to merit the title system.2 But this
underlying assumption should be challenged. On the one hand, our
law is more fragmented, and potentially contradictory, than we think.
As Dyson and Green show, civil law refuses to restore property by right
while criminal law effectively does so. Civil law does not think of
property having an owner per se, criminal law does. On the other hand,
our law can also be more interwoven and interdependent than we think.
As Merkin and Steele show, different parts of the law can reinforce each
other: tort law, criminal law and administrative schemes regulate driving;
insurance makes tort law more universally effective; insurance, and
thereby tort, is supported by the criminal law via the sanction on failing
to insure; insurance arrangements create a private body that is financially
interested in reducing crime and the tort liabilities of criminals. Merkin
and Steele go on to argue that the MIB itself is thereby ‘changing the
“meaning” of compensatory damages’ within tort.3 As a result we must at
least re-consider some of our assumptions about how unified the law is,
and about what parts of it are really doing the work.

In England, there is no general structure for the relationship between
tort and crime.4 This encourages lawyers to see the instances where tort
and crime come into conflict as isolated issues when in fact they are not.
However, other ways of organising the law exist which may better capture
the legal and factual reality. As Spencer points out, some other legal
systems, such as the French, have conceptually and practically linked both
areas of law.5 Other insights into tort and crime won from other legal
systems can be seen in the chapters by Duff, Simons and Blackie.6 Much
can be learnt about tort and crime, and law more broadly, from such
comparative endeavours.7

2 See, e.g. ‘Symposium on Legal Domains and Comparative Law. Wheels within wheels:
using legal domains for domestic comparative law’ (2013) 17 Edinburgh Law Review
420–30.

3 Chapter 2.5.
4 The same general position is true in Scotland as well, as Blackie demonstrates throughout
Chapter 13.

5 Chapter 11.1. 6 See Chapter 6, nn. 54–8, Chapter 12, passim and Chapter 13.
7 See further, M. Dyson (ed.), Comparing Tort and Crime (Cambridge University Press,
2015, forthcoming).
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